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Introduction

Children schould go to schools

Which children should be allowed to go to which school?

several court cases

How is high school choice different from college
admission?
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Setting

finite number of schools (A,B,C. . . )

I students (1,2,4. . . , I) have strict preferences over
schools

schools have no preferences over students but a priority
ordering that stems from legal requirements (example to
follow)

priority ordering is assumed to be strict ordering over all
students
students that are equal in terms of legally relevant
characteristics are ordered by means of a random lottery
priority orderings can differ from school to school (e.g.
sibling or neighborhood)

each school has an intake capacity
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Objectives for school choice

no justified envy (stability)

Pareto efficiency

strategy proofness
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Boston student assignment mechanism I

1 each student submits preference ranking of schools
2 priority ranking is determined following this hierarchy

(within each priority students are ordered based on a
previously announced lottery)

First priority: sibling and walk zone
Second priority: sibling
Third priority: walk zone
Fourth priority: other students

3 Round k (k from 1 until every student is assigned a
school):

consider only k-th choices
for each school with available seats students who have
listed it as k-th choice are assigned one by one a place at
this school following the priority ranking
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Boston student assignment mechanism II

Example (Example)

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Quota
A 1,1 2,2 3,2 4,3 5,2 2
B 3,2 5,1 1,1 2,1 4,1 2
C 1,3 3,3 4,3 5,2 2,3 2

first round:

second round:

third round:
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Boston student assignment mechanism III

Theorem (Pareto efficiency Boston)

If all students submit their true preferences, the Boston
mechanism is Pareto efficient.

Proof (sketch):

if not, there has to be a different matching in which every
student is at least as well off as under the Boston
mechanism and student i is strictly better off

can there be such a matching where i gets his most
preferred school?

can there be such a matching where i gets his second
most preferred school?

etc.
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Boston student assignment mechanism IV

the Boston mechanism is not strategy-proof

why? can you find an example where a student wants to
misrepresent?
given that the Boston mechanism is not strategy proof,
is it Pareto efficient?
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Gale Shapley algorithm I

interpret priorities as preferences and use Gale Shapley
algorithm

last time: outcome is stable matching
new interpretation of stability: ”no justified envy”

use student proposing Gale Shapley:

last time: outcome is student preferred stable matching
last time: it is a dominant strategy for the proposer to
announce his true preferences
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Gale Shapley algorithm II

Example (Gale Shapley is not Pareto efficient in
school choice)

S1 S2 S3 Quota
A 1,2 3,1 2,1 1
B 2,1 1,2 3,2 1
C 2,3 1,3 3,3 1

what is outcome of Gale Shapley algorithm?

is this Pareto efficient?
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Gale Shapley algorithm III

example shows that there can be a trade-off between
stability (=no justified envy) and Pareto efficiency:

in a stable matching in the example:

as 1 has top priority at A, he has to get a school he likes
at least as good as A, i.e. A or B
as 2 has top priority at B, he has to get a school he likes
at least as good as B, i.e. A or B
hence, 3 gets school C in every stable matching
then A-1,B-2,C-3 is only stable matching and it is not
Pareto efficient
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Gale Shapley algorithm IV

Theorem
No mechanism can guarantee both Pareto efficiency and no
justified envy.
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Top trading cycles mechanism I

goal: a mechanism that gives a Pareto efficient outcome

from last slide: this mechanism cannot generally satisfy
no justified envy

whether Pareto efficiency or no justified envy is more
important is a value judgement politicians have to make
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Top trading cycles mechanism II
each school is assigned a counter that counts how many
places are still free at this school
in each round each student points at his most preferred
school among the remaining schools
in each round each school points at its most prioritized
student among the remaining students
given the pointing, we try to form cycles in each round
(s1, i1, s2, i2 . . . , sk , ik , s1) is a cycle if every element of the
vector points at the next element (school sj points at
student ij and student ij points at sj+1 and sk+1 = s1)
in each round all student in a cycle get the school they
are currently pointing at
if a student gets a place at a school, the counter of the
school is reduced by 1
if the counter of a school is 0, it is removed
if every student has a place, the algorithm stops
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Top trading cycles mechanism III
some comments:

each student is in at most one cycle in a given round (as
every school and every student can only point at one
school/student in this round)
each school is in at most one cycle in a given round (as
every school and every student can only point at one
school/student in this round)
in every round at least one cycle exists because the
number of students is finite

interpretation:
in round 1 all the top priority students get a place at the
school where they are ranked top
then these students can trade their places
in round 2 all the top ranked of the remaining students
get a place at the school where they are ranked top
then these students can trade their places
etc.
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Top trading cycles mechanism IV

Example (Top trading cycles mechanism)

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Quota
A 1,1 2,2 3,2 4,3 5,2 2
B 3,2 5,1 1,1 2,2 4,1 2
C 1,3 3,3 4,3 5,1 2,3 2

round 1:

round 2:
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Top trading cycles mechanism V

Theorem (Strategy proofness of top trading cycles
mechanism)

It is a dominant strategy to announce one’s true preferences.

Proof. (sketch):

say student i leaves the algorithm in round k

all places that i prefers leave the algorithm before him (as
she points to her most preferred remaining seat in every
round)

by misrepresenting, i cannot change the cycles in rounds
prior to k

therefore, k cannot get a better place by misrepresenting
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Top trading cycles mechanism VI

Theorem (Pareto efficiency of top trading cycles
mechanism)

The top trading cycles mechanism is Pareto efficient.

Proof (sketch):

all students leaving in round 1 get their top choice and
therefore must get their top choice in a hypothetical
Pareto superior matching

conditional on all students leaving in round 1 getting their
top choice, all students leaving in round 2 get their top
choice and therefore have to get this school in any
hypothetical Pareto superior matching

etc.
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Top trading cycles mechanism VII

Example (Top trading cycles mechanism is Pareto
efficient but not stable)

S1 S2 S3 Quota
A 1,2 3,1 2,1 1
B 2,1 1,2 3,2 1
C 2,3 1,3 3,3 1

what is outcome of top trading cycles mechanism?

is this stable (i.e. no justified envy)?
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Minority quotas I

in the US: requirements that ethnic mix at each school
should reflect ethnic mix of the student population in a
wider area

example:

70% white and 30% black
at each school the share of blacks should be between
20% and 40%

interpret quotas in the folllowing way:

say, the capacity of a school is γ and the quota is as in
the example
interpret as: at most 0.4γ blacks and the number of
blacks plus the number of empty capacity must be at
least 0.2γ
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Minority quotas II

both Gale Shapley and top trading cycle mechanism can
be adjusted to take this into account

the adjusted mechanisms still have the properties they
had before (roughly)

Pareto efficiency has to be substituted by ”constrained
Pareto efficiency”

no justified envy has to be substituted by ” if i envies j
and the envy is justified, then i and j have different types
and the quota of i ’s type at j ’s school is binding”
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Minority quotas III

Adjusted Gale Shapley mechanism

for simplicity two types (white, black) and the quota for
blacks in 0.2 to 0.4
split each school si into three pseudo schools

s1i has 0.2γ places and accepts only blacks

s2i has 0.6γ places and accepts only whites

s3i has 0.2γ places and accepts both types

apart from the black/white restrictions, s ji has the same
priority order as si

students prefer s1i over s2i over s3i (arbitrary) and s ji over
s lk if they prefer si over sk in the original problem

run the Gale Shapley algorithm on this pseudo-problem
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Minority quotas IV

Adjusted top trading cycles mechanism

include an additional type specific counter for each type
at every school
counter for blacks starts at 0.4γ, counter for whites
starts at 0.8γ
in each round, a students point at his most preferred
school among the schools that have (i) a non-zero total
counter and (ii) a non-zero counter for the student’s type
no other changes
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Revision questions

what properties should a school choice mechanism ideally
have?

how does the Boston mechanism work?

which properties does the Boston mechanism (not)
satisfy?

which properties does the Gale Shapley mechanism (not)
satisfy?

how does the top trading cycles mechanism work?

which properties does the top trading cycles mechanism
(not) satisfy?
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Exercise

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Quota
A 1,3 2,2 3,3 4,3 5,2 2
B 3,2 5,1 1,2 2,2 4,1 2
C 1,1 3,3 4,1 5,1 2,3 2

derive the matching under the Boston mechanism
(assuming truthful preference announcement)

derive the matching under the Gale Shapley mechanism

derive the matching under the top trading cycles
mechanism
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